President's Daily Brief

Find the leading threats to US national security!

- Fix BQAAXVXI
- ZEBBNXPGFK
- RSVXPTTFJ
- North Korea
- Cyberwar
- HDZTBDPIYP
- JRKJWXNRAK
- TUNUCLESRL
- FGISISGNAX
- AUNGEPNDP

Navigate our 8,000 troops from Afghanistan to the US!

Connect the territory with the two countries that both claim it!

- Kashmir
- North Korea / South Korea
- Golan Heights
- Israel / Syria
- Korean Peninsula
- Russia / Georgia
- South Ossetia
- India / Pakistan

Word Box: Cyberwar, North Korea, ISIS, Drugs, Iran, Nuclear

Color in this SU-30 fighter jet, which India is now training Vietnamese pilots to use!

Wipple-Dee war I've got an international fact!
Evidence suggests China is building a submarine base in the Sea of Japan!

Yay! You did it! Good job, Mr. President!
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Prepared by Mike Dempsey,
Acting Director of National Intelligence.
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